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03Introduction

The motor of 
sartorial change ‘We’re proud to note that 

custom-made is more 

relevant than ever and your 

options are only expanding, 

both in terms of men’s 

sartorial freedom and your 

range of products.’

As this magazine marks the shipment of your new seasonal materials (already 
at, or headed towards, your doorstep), the countdown to autumn and winter 
has officially begun. But fear not: the next 100+ pages are sure to get you 
informed and excited. As always, our teams have been busy behind the scenes 
preparing new, expertly curated collections from the world’s top fabric mills 
together with new product updates, improvements, models, FitTools and 
design options. 

With colder temperatures in mind, our emphasis has been 

on bringing together the best of comfort and warmth to 

help you create effortlessly refined, luxurious garments 

that easily translate to both casual and formal settings. 

Top on the list of noteworthy developments are your three 

brand-new knitwear qualities — pure cashmere, wool & 

cashmere, and cashmere & silk — making for a total of 

four qualities to choose from (see p. 6). Now available in 

three different knit types — single yarn, double yarn, and 

the new ‘half English rib’ for a refined-yet-robust texture 

(in pure cashmere or wool & cashmere) — you also have 

the option of a new, athleisure-inspired closure (polo with 

zip). Looking for a special finishing touch or some added 

warmth? You can now order your own custom-made 

beanies and scarves to match or complement the rest of 

your ensemble (p. 14), textured with the half English rib 

and available in pure cashmere and cashmere & wool. 

No matter what you choose, your knitwear is sure to be 

one of the easiest pieces in your wardrobe to dress up or 

down this winter — one of its many unique selling points. 

Another item perfect for layering is your informal jacket: 

as outerwear in autumn or for extra insulation under your 

(over)-coat in winter. This season brings you more pocket 

styles to mix and match (p. 17), plus the new possibility of 

selecting any (fancy) lining (see p. 33). For your sartorial 

connoisseurs and discerning dressers, we’re adding a 

brand-new unconstructed handmade make, chockfull of 

the same artisanal details you’ve come to love on your 

traditional styles, such as handmade buttonholes and 

handstitched lining at the armholes, shoulder seams and 

cuffs (p. 18). With so many of your seasonal fabrics being 

well suited to the informal jacket’s style and functionality, 

and virtually all of your suit and jacket fabrics available 

for choosing as you see fit, we can’t wait to see what you 

and your customers come up with this season. 

As a rule when the elements get rough — or when 

attending formal winter affairs — a man’s shoes require 

extra thought and attention. For blustery autumn days, 

your brand-new informal-chic last, the city loafer (p. 34), 

is effortlessly smart under both a formal suit and a casual 

jeans look. Or try your new plain toe loafer, offering just 

the right balance of elegance and nonchalance, made 

extra classy in combination with your new velvet material 

(p. 69). How else to brave the cold in comfort and style 

as you navigate between your winter engagements? Any 

of your new, luxurious (over)coat fabrics in warm blends 

of wool and cashmere or super-soft pure camel are sure 

to do the trick (p. 38).

 

After a ‘catch-up summer’ full of weddings, concerts 

and increased travel, we predict (and hope!) this coming 

winter will see its own share of seasonal merriment 

by making up for lost holiday festivities, galas, winter 

weddings and more. Use our festive and winter-wedding 

style guides on pages 65-74 to get plenty of tips and 

inspiration to help your customers create a look that’s 

truly them for their upcoming special events. 

We’re proud to note that custom-made is more relevant 

than ever and your options are only expanding, both 

in terms of men’s sartorial freedom and your range of 

products. Plus, for our North American customers, our 

first-ever showroom in NYC will soon be up and running, 

offering extra services and on-site showcases of our 

products and collections. We hope to see you there! 

In the meantime, and wherever this finds you, you 

can start preparing your shop for the coming season 

by ordering your seasonal samples whenever you’re 

ready. And don’t forget your instant ready-made series: 

delivered within 4-6 weeks and orderable 365 days a 

year, 24/7, with just a few clicks.  Here’s to changing 

the world of menswear, together with you, one custom 

garment at a time.

Happy creating! 

Team Munro Tailoring

Introduction



04Instant ready-made

To give you maximum flexibility in the buying of your ready-to-wear 
collections, we’re fully stocked with fabric for all (y)our garments 
and collections: 365 and seasonal.

We know the challenge of sales in uncertain 

times — war, inflation, an energy crisis, possible 

recession — what will sell and when? Instead 

of committing your entire ready-to-wear budget 

months in advance, instant ready-made allows 

you to purchase what you want, when you need 

it, according to your exact specifications. We hope 

this flexibility will be an asset to you as we ride the 

waves of what’s yet to come, together.

From suits and knitwear to jeans, shoes and 

everything in between, you can start creating your 

ready-made collections using (y)our new FW22 

fabrics and materials whenever you’re ready! 

Just a few clicks and you’re on your way. 365 days 

a year, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day, with an 

order minimum of just two pieces. It’s as easy as: 

1. Browse (y)our collections

2.  Select your garments, sizes, details and 

brand logo

3.  Sit back and relax as your items are delivered 

within 4-6 weeks 

Click on the ready-made module in GoCreate to 

get started or contact your business consultant for 

assistance.

Instant ready-made
Purchase what you want, when you need it.
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Knitwear
No matter the temperature, knitwear has become a basic 
staple in the modern man’s wardrobe. Why? Because 
knitwear is more than just comfortable, it also hits the 
sweet spot between casual and formal: easy to dress up 
or down with any type of garment. Pair it with a classic suit 
for a business meeting or jeans for a weekend getaway. 

At least as importantly, (y)our knitwear programme offers something for every 

individual and occasion. 

Here’s the whole scoop in a nutshell: 

.  Expanded from last season, you can now select from four different 

yarn qualities: pure cashmere (in 33 colours), wool & cashmere (23 colours), 

cashmere & silk (17 colours), and extra-fine merino wool (29 colours). In your 

choice of two different weights (single-ply yarn or double-ply yarn, both with a 

smooth finish).

.  A moderately textured half English rib (available in pure cashmere or wool 

& cashmere only). 

.  From turtlenecks and mock necks to crew necks, polos and various zip 

styles, including your new polo with zip: all are 100% customisable with 

your choice of sleeves, pockets, buttons, monogram and more. Including an 

adjustable sleeve length and adjustable length of the body, for a better fit. 

.  Plus, a new ‘1/2 waist & hip’ FitTool, to adjust the width of the body and 

hem — live from October: Made on demand for you and your customers using 

exclusive 3D knitting machines for a luxurious seamless look. 

.  Now also available with a classic finishing touch, a beanie and/or scarf, 

textured with a half English rib in pure cashmere or wool & cashmere. Crafted to 

match your knitwear or sold separately. 

Read on for more details... 
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Knitwear 
yarn qualities 
In time for the coming season, we’ve added three new 
(blended) yarn fibres to get you excited for autumn and 
winter: pure cashmere, cashmere & silk, and wool & 
cashmere. Add to that the extra-fine merino wool that 
started it all, and you and your customers can now choose 
from a total of four different knitwear qualities. 

Ranging from soft (merino wool) to softer (wool & cashmere, cashmere & silk) to 

softest (pure cashmere), each quality consists of breathable, 100% natural fibres 

whose antibacterial, odour-repellent properties make for minimal required washing. 

Choose ‘half English rib’ for a dash of texture, ‘single yarn solid’ for an elegant look 

and lightweight feel, or ‘double yarn solid’ for added warmth, a little more body and 

a slightly more relaxed vibe. 
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07Knitwear

Pure cashmere
A quality synonymous with luxury and comfort, our ultra-fine cashmere fibres come 

only from the fleece of goats found in particular areas of Inner Mongolia, where 

high altitudes and freezing temperatures result in cashmere of the highest possible 

quality. With special care, a cashmere garment will last for many years, actually 

improving with age. The softest and warmest of (y)our four knitwear qualities, cash-

mere fibres are highly desired in part for their inner air pockets, producing a warm, 

breathable and lightweight layer of insulation ideal for autumn and winter. 

Available knit types: single yarn solid, double yarn solid and half English rib. 

Available colours: 33 

Best suited to: colder temperatures.

Popular models: full zip, half zip, turtleneck, mock neck and cardigan. 

Also available for beanies and scarves.

Cashmere & silk
Introducing a lavish blend of 70% cashmere and 30% silk, composed of carefully 

selected, durable Mulberry silk fibres from China and the ultra-fine fleece of cash-

mere goats raised in select areas of Inner Mongolia. Combining the drape and radi-

ance of silk with the soft, luxurious qualities of cashmere for (y)our most lightweight 

knitwear quality and a sleek, plush feel. Beware of possible transparency in single-

ply light colours and launder with care to prolong the lifespan of the extra-fine fibres. 

Effortlessly sophisticated with a tempered shine and wearable all year round.

Available knit types: single yarn solid and double yarn solid. 

Available colours: 17

Best suited to: moderate to warm temperatures.

Popular models: polo, V-neck and crew neck. Also a good match for short sleeves.

Knitwear
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Extra-fine merino wool
A much-loved option for knitwear, (y)our extra-fine merino wool from Italy ensures 

a smooth, supple touch and classic charm. Boasting both natural elasticity and su-

perior resistance to stains, wrinkles, odour and grease, the popularity of extra-fine 

merino wool can be credited to its reliable mix of utility, softness and breathability: 

cool in summer, warm in winter and perfect in the in-between seasons. Beware of 

possible transparency in single-ply light colours and launder with care to prolong the 

lifespan of these extra-fine fibres. 

Available knit types: single yarn solid and double yarn solid. 

Available colours: 29 (new this season: ivory and dark sand)

Best suited to: all seasons.

Popular models: full zip, hoodie, polo with buttons, polo with zip and crew neck. 

Also a good match for short sleeves. 

Wool & cashmere
Ideal for the height of winter and requiring the least amount of washing respectively, 

this high-quality blend of 90% ultrafine Australian wool and 10% Mongolian cash-

mere is particularly suited to everyday use in cold temperatures thanks in part to its 

warm hand feel. Offering more insulation and softness than pure merino wool while 

remaining extremely durable, breathable and perfectly refined.

Available knit types: single yarn solid, double yarn solid and half English rib. 

Available colours: 23 

Best suited to: colder temperatures.

Popular models: full zip, half zip, turtleneck, mock neck and cardigan. 

Also available for beanies and scarves.

KnitwearKnitwear
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17Knitwear

Customise 
your knitwear
New polo with zip closure

Our classic polo knit is now available with a new zip closure. Effortless 

to open and close, this a a sporty style with a modern twist.
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Customise 
your knitwear
New half English rib knit type

In addition to the single yarn and double yarn, we’ve added another knit type. 

The half English rib is a textured design, available in our pure cashmere or 

wool-cashmere blend.
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Personalise 
your knitwear
Coming soon: New FitTool

We created a new FitTool to help you adjust the width of your knitwear’s 

body and hem: Take in/let out 1/2 waist & hip. Going live in GoCreate 

from October.
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Wool & cashmere woven in double-

ply thickness creates a cozy layer that 

can also stand alone. Pictured here 

in a chocolate brown with the winter-

favorite turtleneck.

The definition of timeless. This navy crew 

neck is crafted from a wool & cashmere 

blend in a half English rib for extra warmth 

and visual effect. 

Nothing says classic refinement like a half-button knit in pure cashmere. 

Shown here in a versatile light grey, with a half English rib for a dash of texture.

Knitwear
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K10095 8697K10110

K10039 & K10041

Pure cashmere pairs well with these 

winter tones, whether it’s a heathered 

grey in our warm double-ply or light grey 

with a chunkier rib design.

Compact knits 
Luxurious, soft and exceedingly warm, these knits 
are made for the chill.

Get inspired
We have a range of styles, design options and 
yarns available for your knitwear. Check out 
our most-popular combos for fall and winter.

Knitwear
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This indigo mélange hoodie with zip closure is made from extra fine merino 

wool. Ideal for casual weekends.

Knitwear
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Soft winter neutrals are the perfect 

match for our ultra-fine cashmere & 

silk blend.

Elevate your heritage style polo with cashmere 

& silk in this sandy hue.

K10041 8697K10110

A zipped polo gives your sporty look a 

modern twist. Here in light grey mélange 

extra fine merino wool.

K10085 K10080, K10088 & K10082

Refined knits 
Soft and elegant, these lighter options are ideal for 
layering year-round.

K10012

Knitwear
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New products: beanies and scarves

Three cheers for the finishing touches! We’re thrilled to be adding 

even more knitwear items to your product toolbox: the beanie and 

scarf. 

More than just a manner of staying warm on chilly days, beanies 

and scarves can be elegant eye-catchers. In the same quality and 

colour as your top for a tonal look, or in a bright or complementary 

shade to add a colourful splash to a more muted outfit. 

Made in a half English rib, for a dash of texture, and available in two of  

(y)our newest qualities: pure cashmere and wool & cashmere. 

Knitwear accessories

K10037, K10109, K10044, K10043 & K10047 K10034, K10047, K10041 & K10102
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01.  After wearing your garment for a whole day, let it rest on a flat surface for approxi-

mately 24 hours before folding it for storage. Of course, you can occasionally 

wear your garment two days in a row, but allowing the fibres time to recover between 

wearings is key to their longevity.

02.  Remember that wool and cashmere are naturally resistant to stains, odour and 

grease, which means that, by observing tip #1, you can further extend the life of your 

garment by washing infrequently. Extra bonus: less washing = more environmentally 

friendly.

03.  When you do need to wash, turn your garment inside out first and use lukewarm 

water (not cold, max 30 °C). Handwashing is by far the best, using plenty of water to 

rinse. You may also choose to wash your knitwear in a new-generation washing ma-

chine on the handwash or wool cycle if you feel confident doing so, spinning only at 

low speed.

04.  Use a neutral or mild cleaning agent (preferably a special wool detergent or cashmere 

shampoo) as enzymes in normal detergents will damage the fibres’ natural oils. Err on 

the side of less detergent when possible.

05.  After washing, pat your clothes dry with a towel without twisting, and/or lay your gar-

ment flat on a towel and roll it up with the garment inside, pressing gently to expel extra 

moisture. Then, allow your garment to dry on a flat surface in its correct shape 

in a well-ventilated area, away from heat sources (especially direct sunlight).

06.  Always store your knitwear folded on a shelf or in a drawer. Knitwear should never be 

stored on a hanger as this can stretch the garment out of shape.

07.  Keep a good moth repellent in your closet or drawer at all times, avoiding direct 

contact between the repellent and your clothes. For knitwear you don’t wear in the 

summer, use the reusable bag your garment came in for storage to keep it extra safe.

08.  When necessary to remove wrinkles, e.g., after wearing or unpacking, lay your knit-

wear out on a flat surface or drape it over a hanger in a steamy bathroom. If 

needed, press the dry garment inside out with a damp cloth on top using a warm iron 

(make sure it’s on the wool setting).

09.  When your garment is still new, some excess fibres may appear, also known as ‘pilling’. 

Allow the wool two or three washes to settle and, in the meantime, carefully remove 

any pilling manually with a soft brush or appropriate comb.

(Y)our knitwear 
care guide 
We all want our garments to last as long as 
possible, especially when we’ve invested in 
quality. Help your customers maximise the 
lifespan of their knitwear with these nine  
useful tips:
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Mix a lot of comfort with heaps of style and what do you 
get? Relaxed tailoring, perfectly embodied by (y)our informal 
jackets: super lightweight without canvas, wider shoulders 
for extra comfort and a looser fit, plus an effortless look and 
distinctive feel. Perfect for layering in winter or as outerwear 
in autumn.

Choice of fabric is everything when it comes to keeping you warm and comfortable 

during the colder season. For fall and winter, we recommend the informal jacket in 

luxurious alpaca blends, super-soft stretch corduroys, casual winter moleskins with 

stretch for added comfort, and rich, warm 100% cashmeres. Likewise, any of your 

wool (blends) with natural stretch will help you maintain just the right amount of heat 

while giving you plenty of room to move. And, for those rainy days, your range of 

water-repellent stretch tech-fabrics are sure to have your back.

Whatever your customers’ style, they can have their own informal jackets crafted in virtually 

any of (y)our suit and jacket fabrics, using their own unique combination of design options 

(we have expand your range of possibilities) to create a one-of-a-kind piece. 

 
This season we’re adding:

. More pocket options to mix and match.

. The option of ‘no vents’ on the back.

.  The possibility of selecting any of our linings for the back wings and/or 

sleeve lining — only for option ‘half lined’ (important note: we’ve renamed your lining 

style options, as of now: Half lined = Shoulder-lined and Unlined = No lining).

.  For the connoisseurs, we’re adding a new unconstructed handmade make, 

chockfull of handmade sartorial details.

.  New FitTool: arms backwards (to adjust the placement of the sleeve cap, identical 

to traditional jacket FitTool).

Informal     
Jackets

8
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17Informal jackets

Create your own unique garment with your choice of closure, cuffs, optional internal drawstring 

and mix-and-match pockets. Starting this season, you’ll have even more pockets to choose from: 

safari, flap, patch, utility patch, side seam, and bellow pockets. Read on to learn more about (y)our 

newest additions.

Side-seam pockets

In the spirit of athleisure, side-seam pockets 

are hidden in (surprise) the jacket’s side seam. 

For a clean look, easy access and maximum 

functionality.

Patch side pockets

A casual style, identical in shape 

to our traditional jacket option. 

Bellow side pockets

Having trickled over from hunting gear, the bellow side pocket is, in fact, a rounded patch pocket 

with both a flap and an extra rim around the pocket bag, designed to increase its carrying capacity.

New pocket styles

Customise 
your informal jacket
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Informal jackets
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Customise 
your informal jacket
New unconstructed handmade make and sartorial details 

As every connoisseur and discerning dresser well knows, craftsmanship and attention to 

detail form the root of traditional tailoring. Hence, we’re adding a new unconstructed hand-

made make for your informal jackets, brimming with handmade sartorial details. 

8
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Pick stitching

Handmade pick stitching is both more refined and more 

visible than machine-made pick stitching, valued for its 

characteristic beauty. The stitches rest on the fabric as 

single rows of tiny dots.

Lining at the armhole

A handmade armhole stitch is looser than a machine’s, 

providing the wearer with more freedom of movement — 

almost as if there were stretch added to the lining.

Chest pocket

A dignified eye catcher: pockets made by hand seem to 

almost float on the fabric, without a single visible stitch.  

A mark of true craftsmanship. 

Label attachment

A hand-stitched label speaks without screaming: the 

cross stitches used to attach the edges of the label to the 

lining accentuate the sartorial prestige of both the jacket 

and the brand.

Flower loop

A flower loop, or boutonnière loop, is a handmade detail 

found only on high-end and pre-1950s suits. Its purpose 

is purely functional: to keep a flower in place on the lapel 

of your tuxedo or wedding suit.

Lining at the shoulder seam and cuff

Also attached by hand to ensure extra comfort and  

movability. 

Bartacks

A stitch used to reinforce vulnerable points. When done by 

hand, this small detail used on the outer pockets and vents 

will set your jacket apart from those with clean machine-

made bartacks.

Buttonholes

Handmade buttonholes are the result of expert artistry. 

Crafted by the hands of a skilled tailor, they can truly 

make a jacket stand out from the rest.

Informal jackets
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Up until now, you’ve only been able to complete your informal jackets with the ‘best 

matching’ solid or Bemberg lining. Happily, we’re now able to extend the options for your 

shoulder-lined informal jackets’ back wings and sleeves to include any lining you’d like, 

including every colour of your solids and Bembergs or a fancy print. For equal amounts of 

fun and style: inside and out! 

New lining options

Personalise 
your informal jacket

8
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21Informal jackets

8818

8
8
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Classy and cool: a cosy wool-cashmere houndstooth with 5-button closure, 

a patch chest pocket and athletic-inspired pockets in the side seams.

5-button closure 
The most casual option. Create your ‘utility’ inspired jacket.

Get inspired
Discover our favourite combinations of closures, 
fabrics and design options for informal jackets 
this coming season.

Mix and match your rounded welt 

chest pocket and safari side pockets 

without buttons for a characteristic 

smart-casual look. 

Combine your 5-button closure with utility 

patch pockets for the ultimate smart-casual 

outfit. With a tasteful vibe of laid-back 

prosperity in a breathable blend of wool, 

cotton and linen.

8835

8859

86978818

Or opt for bellow side pocket to increase 

the carrying capacity. With extra warmth 

and breathability in luxurious pure cash-

mere flannel.

Informal jackets
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56
76

Match your 4-button closure with safari front pockets and an internal elastic 

cord for a safari (inspired) jacket. It’s that easy.

Lightweight and breathable: a warm, 

winter-ready glencheck with 4-button 

closure and two safari side pockets.

Vegan suede with a soft feel and nice drape. 

Pictured here in chocolate brown with three 

utility patch pockets (chest and sides). 

8775 8820

8739

A navy peach-skin fabric with water-  

repellent finish, 4-button closure and 

safari side pockets for extra carrying 

capacity. Perfect as an in-between lay-

er in winter and outerwear in autumn. 

4-button closure
A casual closure with a wide, shirt-style collar — the base for 
your safari-inspired looks.

Informal jackets



23Informal jackets
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The informal jacket in comfortable flannel, such as this elegant sand-coloured 

wool. Soft, breathable, and naturally odour-resistant. Pictured here with a 

rounded welt chest pocket and patch side pockets. 

Your informal jacket in chocolate 

brown: a perfect trans-seasonal 

item, complete with water-repellent 

finish and a soft, peach-skin texture.  

With four safari front pockets for a 

rugged edge. 

A versatile light grey flannel with natural 

stretch. Wearable all year round. Pictured 

here with three utility patch pockets (chest 

and sides) for an easygoing spin. 

FLN004 8697

8807

Match your 2.5-button closure with flap 

side pockets and a welted chest pocket for 

a more formal look. Or mix and match to 

your heart’s desire. 

2.5-button closure
The most formal option, combining your classic lapel with the 
informal jacket’s relaxed, unconstructed silhouette.

Informal jackets
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8
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A midnight blue informal jacket made from an effortless stretch wool blend, 

pictured here with 3-button closure and sporty side-seam pockets. Ideal for 

casual Fridays and other more relaxed occasions. 

Your informal jacket in denim blue: a 

warm-yet-breathable stretch flannel 

with an extra soft, luxurious hand. 

Pictured here with four safari front 

pockets for a casual twist.

The informal jacket in time-honoured, light 

grey herringbone, made from a breathable 

blend of wool, silk and cotton. Pictured here 

with a rounded welt chest pocket and utility 

patch side pockets. 

8825

FLN001

FLN005

Match a rounded welt chest pocket with 

flap side pockets for your most formal 

3-button look.

3-button closure
A more casual version of the 2.5-button, with a wide, shirt-style collar.

Informal jackets
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You don’t need an excuse to dress to the nines in winter: 
the chill gives you endless opportunities to experiment 
with different styles and layering. For men, the tailored 
jacket is all about such versatility. A good jacket can 
be combined a hundred and one different ways, for 
dozens of different looks and settings. 

To help your customers get the most out of each jacket, we’ve curated a 

seasonal collection of 52 warm, luxurious jacket fabrics (with plenty of stretch!) 

that lend themselves to versatile, live-in-the-moment styling — from smart-

casual to formal and back again. 

Also introducing two new design options, available from this season onwards:

. Stone-grey brushed metal buttons

. Khaki mélange melton 

Flip the page to see and learn more about our seasonal jacket favourites…

Seasonal
 Jacket
  Collection

8838

25



26Seasonal jacket collection

Seasonal highlights
Casual chic

Stretch wool-cashmere knit look: the look of a knit with a super-soft finish. In 

autumn shades of taupe, caramel and stone grey, including a hint of stretch for 

maximum comfort.

Wool-silk-cashmere blend by Loro Piana: a warm, winter-ready cloth 

with a sleek and polished sense of sophistication. Lightweight and breath-

able in four glenchecks, two overchecks and two windowpanes.
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Seasonal highlights
Upscale informal 

Informal wool-cashmere blend: you won’t catch a chill in this soft, moisture-

resistant blend of wool and cashmere. For informal wear at the height of luxury, 

in two oatmeal-coloured weaves: one basket and one houndstooth.

Stretch wool flannel by Loro Piana: nothing says winter like a well-made flannel. 

Softly brushed, comfortable and cosy, with all the benefits of natural wool.

Wool-silk blend: a luxury addict’s dream. Combining the lustre of silk with the soft func-

tionality of wool. Durable, lightweight, breathable, and ready to take you from an informal 

dinner to an upscale winter event.
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Informal wool-cotton-linen blend: with a soft drape, subtle texture and tasteful vibe of laid-back prosperity.

Seasonal highlights
Modern luxuries

Recycled cashmere: an unequivocally rich and more sustainable flannel made from fully recycled 

100% cashmere. Easy to pair in shades of camel and midnight blue, you’ll look forward to getting 

dressed in the morning.
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Seasonal highlights
Wool blends

Wool-cotton-cashmere blend: a breathable, plush and versatile bas-

ketweave, in two natural hues to match the spirit of the season. Equally 

sharp as an informal or traditional jacket.
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Wool-silk-cashmere blend: wintery glenchecks in blue (by Loro Piana) and 

brown with the soft hand feel of cashmere, lightweight lustre of silk and breath-

able properties of high-quality wool.8
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Natural stretch wool: made with a stretch finish and no elastane or dye whatsoever, from 

classic, breathable 100% wool. Nature at its finest in clean-cut taupe and brown twill.
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Seasonal highlights
Soft & warm

Alpaca blends by Ferla: known for their insulative, downy qualities and exceptional 

durability, the fine alpaca fibres in these luxurious fabrics make for a super-soft hand 

and top-notch breathability. Available in three seasonal glenchecks and one mixed blue.
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Seasonal highlights
Winter checks

Wool-cashmere blend: perfect on a chilly day at work over a crisp white button-up, as semi-formal 

wear with a cashmere turtleneck, and out on the weekend over your favourite polo. In one distinctive 

shade of green with black and brown checks, one burgundy with dark blue checks and one anthracite 

grey with a blue windowpane. 
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Stretch wool blend: contemporary, full-bodied twill with 4% elastane for plenty of 

comfortable stretch in three easy-to-pair colours. Perfect as outerwear in autumn or 

under your overcoat when temperatures drop.

Seasonal highlights
Easy to layer
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To match the colours of your seasonal garments, we’ve chosen five new seasonal prints: one 

navy watercolour sky with clouds, one midnight blue astronomy design, one tropical leaf design in 

taupe-beige, one mixed-blue kaleidoscope and one mixed-green camouflage. Plus, seven additional 

newbies: one blue paisley, one blue and one grey with dots, one white with sneakers, and two blues 

and one white with stars. 

Fun, unique, personal — the fancy lining has it all and this 
season we’re adding twelve to the mix. 

Fancy linings

Fancy linings
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Shoes
Winter and the holiday season are well on their 
way. Prepare your feet for the effects of harsh 
weather — and for upcoming evening events! It 
all starts from the ground up.

New this season:

. City loafers

. Plain toe loafers

. Velvet material

. Parajumper boots with brogue 

. Improvements to the Blake make of (y)our formal round last

.  Extended size range (shoes*: 36-50 and belts: 60-155 cm) 

*excl. sneakers
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City loafers
An easy choice to wear on a casual 
city stroll

Introducing a new informal-chic last: the city loafer. Especially 

comfortable to slip on, the city loafer is also exceptionally versatile and 

effortlessly smart, whether under a formal suit or casual jeans look.

Available in the Blake make and two models — mid-top, with a 

hidden elastic opening, or low-top — with your choice of white 

or gum-coloured sole. Crafted in any of the materials currently 

available for (y)our sneaker and flex lasts: summer suede, 

perforated summer suede, fine calf sneaker, perforated fine calf or 

grain calf sneaker. 

We recommend ordering a TryOn series to allow your customers 

to experience the look and feel of these new, modern-with-a-twist 

shoes: a successful mash of the sneaker, loafer and dress shoe. 

We suspect you’ll love them as much as we do. 

Shoes
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Winter boots

When the weather shifts, so must your shoes: harsher elements 

call for a sturdy foundation. Looking for inspiration? These models 

will help you brave the rain, hail, snow and biting temperatures 

in style.

Mid-top sneaker SUS03

Chelsea sneaker SUS01

Mid-top city loafer SUS03

Chukka boots SDE06

Parajumper boots SDE08

Parajumper boots with brogue (NEW) SDE06

Six shoes to keep you on a firm 
footing this winter
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Greater comfort, better performance
Formal round Blake: shoe improvements

Last season, we improved (y)our sneakers’ comfort and 

performance. This season, we did the same for the Blake make 

of (y)our formal round last. Here’s what we refined:

Improved midsole for greater flexibility

A softer interlining for more comfort
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Seasonal Outerwear collection
An overcoat or coat can quickly become a man’s 
most trusted and treasured garment. Often being 
the most visible item of any look, the perfect balance 
(for you!) in terms of practicality and style can easily 
translate to a sartorial confidence boost. Make your 
statement while keeping warm this winter in one of 
your six new suave seasonal (over)coat fabrics.  

New improvement and design options from 
this season onwards:

.  Double-breasted peak lapel: to give your overcoat a 

more luxurious, sartorial look.

.  Classic collar shape (available from October): allowing 

for more room to wear with a scarf, your new overcoat 

collar will be dubbed ‘classic’ and your existing collar 

‘sporty’.

 

Improvement: improved collar fusing, providing slightly 

more body for an extra clean shape.
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Protect yourself

from the elements

Increase the versatility of your coat by adding a 
detachable liner: insulated with 100% recycled ‘down’, 
made from recycled plastic bottles to perfectly mimic 
the feel and function of real feathers.

Add extra length for increased warmth and sophistication.
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Wool-cashmere blend: one mixed-brown glencheck in a naturally luxurious 

blend of wool and cashmere. Soft, breathable and supremely warm.

Seasonal highlights
A warm finish

Pure camel: one brushed winter satin in naturally coloured, heavy-yet-soft 100% 

camel hair — a point of satisfaction for sartorial aficionados.
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Seasonal highlights
Warm & dry

Wool-cashmere blend: outerwear at its most refined, not to mention cosy, comfortable and 

naturally water-resistant. Lightly brushed and available in four versatile shades.

Pictured here with design option: ‘detachable hood’.

Seasonal highlights
Warm & dry
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If dressing for winter were a mantra, we think it’d be 
simple: ‘layers, layers and more layers’. But what to 
layer and how? Thankfully, more than ever, the choice is 
truly yours. Help your customers exercise their sartorial 
freedom — and brush up on their seasonal style — with 
these three winter layering ideas. 

How to layer 
   this winter? 

Make it classy 
Add a luxurious, double-breasted overcoat with peak 

lapels to your 2-piece suit and white Oxford button-up, 

finished with dark-coloured silk tie. Complete the look 

with a scarf in cashmere & wool to protect your neck 

from the elements. 

Overcoat: OCS0109

2.5 button jacket: 5732

Shirt: SH00141

Tie: TS730

Trousers: 5732

Shoes: SDE06

Scarf: K10035
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Add a cosy knit
For example, in pure cashmere to keep you warm and comfort-

able without the risk of overheating. Layer it under a utility or 

safari jacket, and finish the look with a beanie and lightweight 

suede shoes.

Keep it flexible
With a soft knit hoodie, jersey drawstring trousers and a techni-

cal coat for casual weekends. Easy to pair with your favourite 

sneakers and a pure cashmere beanie and scarf for the ultimate 

feeling of luxury.

Coat: OC0057

Hoodie knit: K10006

Drawstring trousers: 5685

Shoes: SUS10 

Scarf: K10095

Beanie: K10095

Safari jacket: Cotton 036

Mock neck knit: K10048

Drawstring trousers: Cotton 036

Shoes: SDE02

Beanie: K10054
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As the base of your winter outfit — literally the closest 
layer to your body — every man wants his shirt to be 
breathable, comfortable and appropriate, all at the 
same time. 

Because deciding ‘what goes with what’ is probably the most challenging 

part of the dressing process, we recommend encouraging your customers 

to buy at least one shirt together with the rest of their outfit: no more 

morning guesswork when it comes to getting dressed! And because a 

shirt-swap alone can create a whole new look, two shirts are (of course) 

always better than one.

Catch a first glimpse of (y)our FW22 shirt additions on the following pages 

— sure-fire allies on even the coldest of days.

Update: the end of face masks

As pandemic restrictions have eased around the world, our face masks will 

no longer be available for order from July onwards.

Shirt
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Four 365 poplin checks by Thomas Mason: 

one mixed-blue tattersall and three ginghams on lightweight, breathable and ultra-crisp 

white cotton poplin.

Nine 365 extra-compact poplins by Thomas Mason: 

merging the benefits of easy-care with the durable sophistication of poplin thanks to their 

ultra-fine, double-twisted yarns. Including five whites with variously coloured checks, one 

soft-blue fil-à-fil, one solid white, one solid light blue and one solid pink.

Four 365 (in)formal stretch satins by Albini: 

with a touch of stretch and a lustrous sheen, for a shirt that feels as great against your skin 

as it looks under your smartest ensemble. In white, black and two blues.

Two 365 fine dobby twills by Thomas Mason: 

featuring compact, double-twisted yarns for easy-care functionality in everyday shades of 

white and light blue.

Two 365 white cotton twills by Thomas Mason: 

with small woven checks in mixed blue, and blue and light purple. Resistant to wrinkles 

thanks to their compact construction and double-twisted yarns.

Business shirts
Your go-to office favourites

Shirt collectionShirt collection
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One 365 formal satin in 100% cotton by Albini: in the elegant colour of 

light grey, with a noticeable sheen and medium weight.

Two white zephyr cotton poplins with blue checks by Thomas Mason: 

a smooth, lightweight and exceptionally breathable cloth in one tattersall and 

one prince of whales.

Three luxury Sea Island cottons in white by Thomas Mason: compact 

weaves made from the world’s finest and softest cotton, spun into strong, 

double-twisted yarns for easy garment maintenance. In fine twill, fine royal 

Oxford and fine poplin. 

Luxury shirts
Perfect for weddings and formal events
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Two 365 and three 365-Seasonal cotton flannels by Canclini: 

with four of the five made from either fully or partly organic cotton 

— for winter-ready shirts with a soft hand, clean look and casual-but-

sartorial vibe.

Smart-casual 
shirts
A versatile foundation
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Three new 365 fine wool jerseys: 

a bestselling quality from last winter, these soft, easy and lightweight shirtings are both 

naturally elastic and less prone to wrinkles. Made from fine S120 wool fibres in bone, sky 

blue and light grey.

Knit shirts
Maximum comfort, minimal effort

Two 365 piqué knits:

a nice, cool drape with a clean look, soft touch and lightweight feel. Made from breathable 

100% cotton with a desirable mélange effect in light sand and walnut.
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Three new 365 high-stretch performance knits by Canclini: 

the best stretch for the most comfort, virtually no wrinkles and a fresh,  

moisture-wicking effect. In one cornflower blue and two denim looks.

A fresh take on your classic shirt. Featuring simplified seams between the 

collar and placket, for a distinguished neckline designed to stay up all day. 

One-piece collar 
shirts
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Drawstring trousers & chinos
Relaxed and ready to go. Experience the ultimate 
in comfort without compromising on style with  
(y)our drawstring trousers and chinos. Combining 
the smartness of suit trousers with the ease of 
joggers, a drawstring style can look positively 
elegant at its most formal or, at its least, be a no-
brain companion to your sneakers and tees.

Drawstring trousers & chinos

From dapper to sporty and conservative to characteristic,  

(y)our fabric collections and available design options allow 

for a wide variety of drawstring styles: with or without pleats, 

belt loops and cuffs/turn-ups, and with your choice of 

pocket styles and fly (zip or buttons). 

Improvement: newly refined elastic waistband for trousers 

and chinos. To step it up a level, we’ve added top stitching 

and updated the elasticity of your ‘elastic waistband with 

drawstring’ design option.
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Seasonal
 Suit
  Collection

When the icy chill of winter comes, it’s time to push 
your linen and seersucker suits to the back of the 
closet and opt for something warmer. We can’t 
stress enough (and we’re sure you know) that choice 
of fabric makes all the difference when it comes to 
bearing the cold while looking sharp.

But make no mistake: winter suitings need not be thick and stiff. Just as your 

summer suits feel light and easy, these 65 new suit fabrics for autumn and 

winter offer a similar cushion of feathery comfort. Add in their ability to be 

easily transformed from casual to formal and you’ve got yourself a collection 

of all-round seasonal standouts.

New design and branding options available from this season onwards:

. Stone-grey brushed metal buttons

. Khaki mélange melton 

. Fabric supplier labels for trousers

Read on to discover our seasonal suit highlights…

5707
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Seasonal highlights
Casual yet refined

Informal stretch wool-lyocell-cashmere blend: super-soft twill with a lush feel and just the 

right amount of nonchalance in two seasonal shades of oatmeal and mixed grey.
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Informal stretch wool-cotton-cashmere blend: a warm-yet-breathable stretch flannel in denim blue with an 

extra soft, luxurious hand. Exquisite both as a traditional suit and as an informal jacket with drawstring trousers.

Seasonal suit collectionSeasonal suit collection
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Alpaca-linen blend by Ferla: known for combining exceptional warmth, softness 

and breathability, these fine alpaca fibres mix with linen to create two-toned structured 

stripes for winter.
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Natural bi-stretch S130 wool: six classic winter flannels and seven clear-cuts, all with natural 

two-way stretch for added comfort and the innate breathability of fine wool. Available in various 

seasonal colours and designs, including a marketable mix of heathered looks, stripes and checks. 

Pictured here in cedar brown and forest green with black mouliné yarns.

Seasonal highlights
Refined comfort

Stretch wool-linen blend: the crisp touch of linen with the dependable comfort of wool and a dash 

of stretch. Including three checks and five solids with a breathable, visual weave in heathered winter 

hues of sand, grey, forest green and blue.
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Seasonal highlights
Corduroys

Winter cotton corduroys: the distinctive rib of corduroy in a breathable, cool-weather 

weight and three seasonal colours. For a smart urban look with plenty of personality.
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Seasonal highlights
Solaro

S130 wool: comfortable, soft and ultra-fine S130 wool ‘iridescent 

Solaros’ with natural two-way stretch. To shine at a party or on any 

festive occasion.
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Stretch tech-fabric: featuring exceptional stretch in structured, olive green micro-checks, 

for a mix of maximum practicality with traditional, debonair style.

Seasonal highlights
Technical stretch

Water-repellent stretch tech-fabric: come wind, rain, sleet or snow, these navy and oak brown 

suitings’ water-repellent properties and extra dose of stretch will keep you warm, dry and free as 

any bird. Equally appealing as a traditional suit or as an informal jacket with drawstring trousers.
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Seasonal highlights
Warm wools

Stretch wool: contemporary comfort with a classic look in the dapper shade of mixed brown. 

Breathable, warm and perfect for a day at the office.56
74
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Pecora nera S120 wool by Loro Piana: crafted from the brown fleece of an exclusive New 

Zealand breed for a soft, completely undyed and perfectly cosy ensemble. Available in taupe with 

latte chalk stripe and taupe with latte glencheck. 

Seasonal suit collectionSeasonal suit collection
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Seasonal highlights
Soft & comfortable

Wool-silk stretch blend: the look of a Donegal tweed with the lightweight feel of silk and 

warmth of fine wool. Perfectly soft and toasty with a touch of stretch, in four seasonal hues. 
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Seasonal highlights
Business with a twist

S130 Doppio’s: introducing three new 365-Seasonals with checks in two forest greens and 

one chocolate brown. Made from S130 double-twisted yarns for a crease-resistant finish, 

allowing you to focus on the business at hand.
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Flannel suits
Flannel 
suits, jackets 
& trousers
365 collection

Natural-stretch wool flannels: 

five new colours in the easy-to-combine quality you’ve come to love. 

Comfortable, breathable and equally nice as a suit or separate. A great 

match for any look, from business to casual.
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In addition to the seasonal winter collection, we’re also expanding (y)our 365 suit 

and pant collection to include even more casual, soft and comfortable fabrics. 

Cotton stretch moleskins:

adding five new colours to (y)our existing moleskin 365 suit collection and three to 

your 365 pants. Soft, windproof fabrics, designed to keep you warm while echoing 

the look and feel of suede.

365 collection

Casual moleskin 
chinos, 5-pockets,
suits, jackets 
& trousers

3-button informal jacket: Cotton 033

Mock neck knit  K10043

Trousers: Cotton 033

Shoes: SDE08
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Garment-dyed stretch cotton: 

twelve new, softly coloured stretch 365 cottons with a 

vintage-like patina in a medium weight and highly breathable, 

four-season structure. Perfect for the weekend or a casual 

day at work. Live on GoCreate from October.

Coming soon

Casual garment-dyed 
chinos & 5-pockets
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At the nexus of formal and fun, you’ll find ten new jacquards in 100% silk with a 

series of patterns woven into the fabric (trademark of the jacquard weave). Easy 

to combine and effortlessly sophisticated thanks to their darker base colours: six 

blues, two browns, one red and one purple.

For an understated, contemporary look, we’ve made seven of (y)our VBC S120 

flannels available for ties this season. Pair them with a matching jacket or trousers 

for an easy seasonal ensemble, or with any complementary favourite for an 

instant-winter twist. Soft and durable with a smooth, thin drape. 

Last but not least, for weddings to boardrooms or a fancy night out, (y)our 12 new 

pure silks in a range of seasonal solid colours convey the epitome of luxury. With a 

subtle yet distinctive sheen and with or without a lightly heathered mouliné effect. 

Nothing says ‘I know what I’m doing’ quite like a well-chosen tie or pocket square. 

In robust shades of green, brown, blue and wine, your twelve new FW22 pocket 

squares are easy to pair with the rest of your fall colours - including some lightly 

decorated with an octagonal or medallion print. Finished off with a contrasting 

edge, their equal blend of wool and cotton adds to their vintage-casual vibe and 

soft, warm touch. 

And (y)our new FW22 ties? From sleek to discreet, all 29 new additions are ready 

to be customised to each individual personality, outfit and occasion.

Seasonal
Ties & Pocket Squares
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Our style guide

Given that many of last year’s holiday festivities were 

effectively cancelled just days before celebrations were set 

to begin, we are (and assume you are, too) more than ready 

to make up for lost partying this time around! Whether for 

a gala, New Year’s Eve party or holiday dinner, it’s always 

more fun to celebrate in style.

Use (y)our smart and classy 365 tuxedo & event collection 

to help each customer create a dazzling event look that’s 

perfectly ‘him’, and use the following pages for inspiration 

on what to advise, combine and create.

New this season:
 

.  Wide shawl lapel — live from October

What to 
wear this       festive 

season?
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Topic131What to wear this festive season?

Remember: you don’t have to reinvent the 
wheel to impress at a reception or soiree 
(though we’re all for it if that’s your thing). 
Whatever the occasion or your customer’s 
style, these looks offer a great starting 
point to help guide your clients through 
the custom-made process.

Flip to the next page for inspiration on what to wear to your 

most popular winter gatherings.

Festive attire
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Toast to a year well done in a look that breathes 

elegance and style: the tuxedo jacket. With a classic 

white button-up or paired with a mock neck for a 

twist on black tie.

Comfortable and smart — the perfect combination 

for a dinner party with friends or a visit to your 

favourite restaurant.

Generally worn in the evening as an alternative to 

traditional black tie, the white dinner jacket stands 

out from the crowd in the best possible way.

Nothing ‘sparkles’ quite like a well-fitting velvet 

jacket. With your choice of pocket square for a sharp 

finishing touch.

Office partyCasual dinner Christmas New Year’s party

Turtleneck knit: K10050

Trousers: FLN007 

Shoes: SDE01

Tuxedo jacket: BL0010

Mock neck knit: K10079

Trousers: FLN012

Shoes: CAL01

Tuxedo jacket: EVE012

Shirt: SH00108

Bow tie: TVEL003

Trousers: 5735

Shoes: PAT01

Tuxedo jacket: 8867

Shirt: SH00102 

Bow tie: TSAT003 

Trousers: TUX003

Shoes: VELV001

What to wear this festive season?
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A solid choice for statement-makers 
and more festive occasions, the 
velvet jacket has officially risen to 
the level of party icon. 

Choose from your newest seasonal colours for win-

ter — forest green, aubergine and ruby red — or opt 

for a classic shade from (y)our existing 365 collection 

(please note: burgundy is being replaced by a wine-

red colour).

Winter-weight stretch cotton velvet: made with 

a high-quality W pile on a breathable stretch-cotton 

base to maximise the lifespan of your velvet jacket. 

For an instant dash of elegance and personality, with 

or without a matching waistcoat.

Velvet 
festive styles
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Plain toe loafers
Available in the formal round last, this new model 

(hurrah!) practically begged for the addition of a new 

velvet material: in the rich colours of black, dark 

green, midnight blue and burgundy, the result is 

guaranteed to be elegant and classy.

Have a different vision? Feel free! Your plain toe 

loafer can be crafted using any of the makes, 

leathers/suedes and soles available for your formal 

round last. Go for grain leather, suede or cordovan 

with a lightweight sole for a chunky winter look, or 

polished leather in brown or black under a business 

suit. Want to use your new velvet material with a 

different style? You’re in luck: velvet can be chosen 

for all formal round and informal models. 

We can’t wait to see your creations! 

Time to party

VELV001, VELV002, VELV003 & VELV004

What to wear this festive season?
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(Y)our guide for the big day

Winter 
wedding
With winter weddings poised to make a comeback, new 
grooms and their entourage will be looking to you to help 
them make the big day complete. For gentlemen in need of 
direction, the question may arise: where do you start? First 
things first, of course: is there a dress code? If not, flip the 
page and learn how to help your customer freewheel his own 
winter wedding look. 

Is there a 
dress code on 
the invitation?

Yes

What is the 
dresscode?

Morning 
suit

Black tie

Time to 
freewheel!

No

Black tie 
optional DestinationSemi-

formal Festive
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Winter 
wedding
looks No dress code on the invitation? No problem. The 

coolness of autumn and winter invite the use of a 
seasonal colour palette, layers and formal silhouettes. 
Although the sky is (obviously) the limit, these three 
colour-based themes — each offset with fine white 
accents and textural details — offer an excellent 
point of departure for anyone headed down the aisle 
this season.

Most importantly: confidence can ‘sell’ just about any look, so finding a fit and 

style that makes your customer feel classy and comfortable should always (of 

course) be the number-one priority. 

Keep reading for more winter wedding ideas and inspiration.

Blues: S130 double-twisted yarns in elegant, crease-resistant wool, avail-

able in one ice blue and one royal blue. Crafted here as an unconstructed 

three-piece suit with a modern spalla camicia shoulder, a white silk tie and a 

white sateen shirt with matching pocket square. For that crisp ‘snow on the 

ground, clear blue sky’ kind of feeling.

DR065 & DR064

DR064

DR064

Winter wedding
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For a bit of colour without the risk of being flashy, these burgundy, light 

taupe and sand-tinted fabrics in S130 crease-resistant wool are stunning 

for autumn and winter ceremonies.

Burgundy: your classic 

3-piece suit with a colour-

ful twist. Styled here with 

a white sateen shirt with 

matching pocket square 

and ivory silk tie.

Warm and rustic

Natural tones: a sandy coloured 

2-piece suit, woven from double-

twisted S130 wool yarns. Paired 

with a complementary ivory waist-

coat and matching accessories. 
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A distinguished look full of character and charm — that’s the allure of the 

green wedding suit.

Greenery: stand out from the crowd of 

blues and greys with a three-piece S130 

ensemble in dark green or bottle green, 

crafted from double-twisted, crease- 

resistant yarns. Finished with grey mother 

-of-pearl buttons, a white silk tie and a 

white cotton poplin shirt with matching 

pocket square.
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Greenery
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Greenery: a breathable, forest green  

Solaro suit you can wear year round. 

Styled here with it with a white shirt and 

black tie to finish the look. 

More green wedding suit ideas and inspiration...

Greenery: pictured here in dusty 

green and sage, in soft, light-

weight S100 wool with a slight 

shine and subtle texture. Pump 

up the formality with straight 

jet pockets and a soft shoulder, 

mother-of-pearl buttons, a white 

waistcoat and white accessories. 
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